Abstract-Vulnerability management constitutes a crucial activity within autonomic networks and systems. Distributed vulnerabilities must be assessed over a consolidated view of the network in order to detect vulnerable states that may simultaneously involve two or more devices. In this work, we present a novel approach for describing and assessing distributed vulnerabilities in such self-governed environments. We put forward a mathematical construction for defining distributed vulnerabilities as well as an extension of the OVAL language called DOVAL for describing them. We then define a framework for assessing distributed vulnerabilities in autonomic environments that exploits the knowledge provided by such descriptions. We finally show the feasibility of our solution by analyzing the behavior of the proposed algorithms and strategies through a comprehensive set of experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomic computing provides a promising paradigm for dealing with large scale network management [19] , [16] . In this context, autonomic networks and systems are responsible for their own management. They have to adapt their configurations with respect to their environment, to protect themselves against security attacks, to repair their own failures, and to optimize their various parameters. In order to achieve these objectives, autonomic related operations are performed modifying the environment. Such operations may lead to potential vulnerable states increasing the exposure to security threats. This article addresses the ability of autonomic networks and systems to deal with security issues, particularly, to detect distributed vulnerabilities and maintain safe configurations across the network.
As systems and technologies evolve, new space for vulnerabilities comes into scene. Autonomic networks must integrate support mechanisms for preventing vulnerabilities. Nowadays, networks are analyzed in order to detect vulnerabilities that may allow a malicious user to perform an attack. However, traditional mechanisms perform a global analysis by investigating each network element individually. Even though such approaches can detect sets of vulnerabilities that may allow an attacker to perform a multi-step attack, they do not provide the capability of detecting vulnerabilities that simultaneously involve two or more devices under specific conditions. The underlying problem relies in that each network device can individually present a secure state, but when combined across the network, a global vulnerable state may be produced.
In order to cope with this problem, several issues must be attended. Formal mechanisms for describing distributed vulnerabilities are required. Moreover, using standard means for achieving such objective can promote the exchange of security knowledge among practitioners and organizations. Such descriptions in turn must be integrated into the management plane of autonomic networks and systems. Mechanisms for interpreting and assessing theses security advisories must be provided. In addition, optimized algorithms and strategies for collaboratively assessing the network should be developed.
In this paper, we present a framework for describing and assessing distributed vulnerabilities in autonomic networks and systems. We put forward mechanisms for specifying distributed vulnerable states that are taken into account by the proposed framework thus increasing the vulnerability awareness of such self-governed environments. We also perform an analytical and technical evaluation of the proposed approach in order to analyze and show the feasibility of our solution. Our main contributions are: (1) a mathematical approach and an OVAL-based specification language allowing to describe distributed vulnerabilities independently of the technology used to its assessment, (2) a deployable infrastructure based on the Cfengine system, capable of enforcing the assessment and reporting of distributed vulnerabilities as security policies, (3) optimized algorithms and strategies for evaluating such security threats in the underlying network.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes existing work and their limits to address complex vulnerability management. Section III presents the proposed approach for specifying distributed vulnerabilities in autonomic networks and systems. The architecture of our framework as well as the proposed algorithms and strategies for the assessment of distributed vulnerabilities are described in Section IV. Section V provides an evaluation of our solution through a comprehensive set of experiments and the obtained results. Section VI presents conclusions and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Vulnerability management refers to the cyclical practice of identifying, classifying, remediating and mitigating vulnerabilities [18] . The ability of identifying host-based and distributed vulnerabilities constitutes the first step for such process to be completely embedded into the management plane of autonomic networks and systems.
978-1-4673-0269-2/12/$31.00 c 2012 IEEE Currently, several network scanners exist for assessing vulnerabilities on a target network [5] , [7] . Some of them use the functionalities provided by powerful port scanners such as Nmap [6] . However, these tools do not provide standard means for describing and exchanging the vulnerabilities they are able to assess. The OVAL 1 language [8] , introduced by the MITRE corporation [4] , is an information security community effort to standardize how to assess and report upon the machine state of computer systems. OVAL is an XML-based language that allows to express specific machine states such as vulnerabilities, configuration settings or patch states. Real analysis is performed by OVAL interpreters such as Ovaldi [9] and XOvaldi [13] . Related technologies such as the XCCDF 2 language [26] , included in the SCAP 3 protocol [11] , can be used for several purposes, including automating vulnerability checking, technical control compliance activities, and security measurement. XCCDF is a promising host-targeted language that can be used for expressing actions to take when a vulnerable condition is observed.
In our previous work, we proposed an OVAL-based approach for increasing vulnerability awareness in self-governed environments [12] that relies on the Cfengine tool [1] , an autonomic maintenance system that provides support for automating the management of large-scale environments based on high-level policies. The proposed framework promotes the capitalization of external knowledge provided by OVAL repositories enabling autonomic environments to take into account such security advisories when self-management operations are performed. These operations in turn may perform changes on their environments producing unsafe states, thus change and risk management techniques must be considered [2] , [17] , [15] .
Several approaches also consider the idea of modeling a network intrusion as a sequence of steps where each gained privilege by the attacker opens new intrusion capabilities in the network [24] , [22] , [23] . This concept provides robust foundations for attack graphs, a widely used approach for performing network vulnerability analysis as reported in [10] , [21] , [20] . However, these approaches do not consider global vulnerable states produced by a simultaneous combination of network devices under certain conditions, thus uniform means for describing distributed vulnerabilities, analyzing and detecting them are deeply required as they provide essential building blocks for dealing with the vulnerability management process within autonomic networks and systems.
III. SPECIFICATION OF DISTRIBUTED VULNERABILITIES
This work is focused on describing and assessing distributed vulnerabilities. However, during our research, a recurrent question used to come up about the actual definition of a distributed vulnerability. In this section, we introduce a mathematical definition for distributed vulnerabilities and we present DOVAL, a language for describing such vulnerabilities in a machine-readable manner. 1 Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language 2 eXtensible Configuration Checklist Description Format 3 Security Content Automation Protocol
A. Distributed vulnerabilities
The concept of a distributed vulnerability may usually be understood as a set of individual vulnerabilities distributed in the network that potentially might allow a multi-step attack. We think that even though this definition provides a useful perspective to the topic in question, it does not offer a complete outlook of the problem. We consider a distributed vulnerability as a set of conditions over two or more network devices that if observed simultaneously, then a potential exploitable threat is present on the network under analysis. The main difference between considering a set of individual vulnerabilities over different network devices and the proposed definition is that the required conditions to be observed over one network device may not constitute a complete vulnerability description. We now present some required definitions in order to mathematically specify a distributed vulnerability:
• H = {h 1 , ..., h m } denotes the set of devices in the network (e.g. hosts, routers).
.., h j ) * } denotes the set of relationships between devices in the network (e.g. reachability, service provisioning).
• P = {p 1 , ..., p n } denotes the set of device properties (unary predicates p i (h j )) required to be observed for the distributed vulnerability to be present in the network under analysis.
• P H = {s 1 , ..., s k } denotes the set of subsets of P where s j = (P ) = {p i * }, i ∈ {1, ..., n}. s j denotes the set of properties, called role, required to be observed on one specific device.
• P R = {r 1 , ..., r v } denotes the set of relationships between devices (n-ary predicates r i (h i , ..., h j )) required to be observed for the distributed vulnerability to be present in the network under analysis.
Based on the previous definitions, we define a distributed vulnerability DV as the compliant projection of the pattern (P H , P R ) over the network (H, R) as illustrated in Figure 1 . 
B. DOVAL, a distributed vulnerability description language
We have conceived the DOVAL language (Distributed OVAL) on top of OVAL as a means for expressing the proposed mathematical approach in a machine-readable manner.
The OVAL perspective can be seen as a host-based approach, capable of describing specific host states independently. DOVAL leverages the OVAL language by providing mechanisms for describing vulnerabilities that involve two or more network devices at the same time. While the universe of discourse in the OVAL language is composed by digital components (e.g. processes, files), DOVAL extends it by considering network devices as well. In addition, we extend the semantic of the language by allowing to express relationships between objects in order to describe conditions involving several devices simultaneously. In this manner we can for instance specify that a network is vulnerable, if a given traffic between specific processes and devices is allowed.
Within the DOVAL language, the required conditions over each involved device are described using standard OVAL definitions. An OVAL definition is intended to describe a specific machine state using a logical combination of tests that must be performed over a host. If such logical combination is observed, then the specified state is present on that host (e.g. vulnerability, specific configuration) [8] . Under a logical perspective, this combination can be understood as a first order formula where each test corresponds to an atomic unary predicate over that system [12] . DOVAL extends this concept by enabling the expression of predicates that involve more than one device, thus allowing the specification of required relationships over the network. Figure 2 depicts the main DOVAL constructs and provides a description of the intended purpose of each main building block. 
Fig. 2: DOVAL logical description
A DOVAL document is intended to meet the specification of several components required to describe a set of distributed vulnerabilities. Each distributed vulnerability is specified by a DOVAL definition, which provides the capability of expressing a logical formula that involves several DOVAL tests. Each DOVAL test in turn constitutes the container of an n-ary predicate over a set of network devices (h i , ..., h j ) and it is in charge of putting together the required devices and the states expected to be observed between them.
We consider a required network device as a device that meets certain conditions (s j ) and that is required to be present for the distributed vulnerability DV to be true in the network under analysis (H, R). Required network devices (P H ) are described by means of DOVAL objects. In order to express DOVAL objects, we take advantage of the very final objective of the OVAL language, this is to say, to express specific machine states. Thus, a DOVAL object is actually a set of references to OVAL definitions, where each one describes a required specific machine state (p i ) on that device. Finally, the expected relationships over the network (P R ) are expressed using DOVAL states. A DOVAL state (r i ) specifies properties between devices and the roles each device has within such relationship, and can be seen as an actual predicate itself.
There exist several situations where neither individual host assessments nor inference chains over individual exploitable vulnerabilities can expose potential security threats in a wide network. Mechanisms for globally specifying and evaluating network distributed vulnerabilities are essential.
C. A case study
We motivate the use of the DOVAL language by considering the scenario described in [25] and depicted in Figure 3 where two related hosts, a SIP 4 server and a DNS 5 server, each one with specific properties, constitute a potential exploitable network vulnerability. In this example, a denial of service (DoS) attack over the SIP server can be performed by flooding it with unresolvable domain names that must be solved by a local DNS server. The local DNS server in turn, is configured for requesting the resolution of unknown domains to external servers, increasing the number of waiting requests and therefore the response time for each SIP request. Under these configuration states, flooding a SIP server with such type of messages will prevent it to respond to legitimate requests. It is important to highlight that both servers and the relationship between them are required conditions for the distributed vulnerability to be present. If the DNS server is not present or it is not compliant with the required specific conditions, the SIP server would immediately respond to a SIP client that its SIP request has failed.
Even in such a situation, thousands of SIP requests may collapse the SIP server anyway, though it is a slightly different scenario that could be specified using standard OVAL definitions. On the other hand, if there is no SIP server, it is quite clear that the distributed vulnerability has no place in this environment. Such scenario can be specified using the DOVAL language as illustrated in Listing 1. identifies which DOVAL tests must be performed in order to detect the distributed vulnerability that such definition is intended to describe. The DOVAL test with id "doval:fr.inria.doval:tst:4141" identifies the required devices as DOVAL objects and the relationships between them by referencing DOVAL states. The required devices, namely a SIP server with no flooding protection (s 1 ) and a local DNS server with external unknown domain resolution (s 2 ), are specified using two DOVAL objects, "doval:fr.inria.doval:dev:222" and "doval:fr.inria.doval:dev:256" respectively. Each DOVAL object enforces the required properties over the device it describes by considering a set of OVAL definitions, one for each needed condition. Each DOVAL state specifies the characteristics of the relationship expected to be observed between both devices.
Within the current example, two relationships are required: (1) DNS traffic is allowed between the SIP server and the DNS server (r 1 ), specified by a DOVAL link state with id "doval:fr.inria.doval:ste:4444", and (2) the SIP server has configured the DNS server as its DNS service provider (r 2 ), specified by a DOVAL service state with id "doval:fr.inria.doval:ste:7777". In order to assess such a specification, a deployable distributed infrastructure capable of enforcing its evaluation and notification is required.
IV. A FRAMEWORK FOR ASSESSING DISTRIBUTED

VULNERABILITIES
The main objective of DOVAL is targeted on describing conditions involving several network devices that if observed, the underlying network presents a vulnerable state that can be exploited by an attacker. In order to detect such scenarios, DOVAL descriptions must be interpreted and evaluated on the target network. We propose a framework based on Cfengine, a widely deployed configuration and administration system, capable of enforcing security policies for discovering distributed vulnerabilities across the network.
A. Architecture overview
Due to the size and dynamics of current networks, the assessment and detection of vulnerable distributed states is not a trivial task. We partition the problem into several steps, namely, (1) generation of a minimized loop-free topology of the underlying network, (2) collection of hosts and network information, and (3) assessment of DOVAL specifications over the gathered data. Figure 4 illustrates the steps and the architecture of the proposed approach. Within this architecture, distributed vulnerabilities are specified using the DOVAL language and stored in a database. A Cfengine server is fed with such knowledge and translated as Cfengine policy rules. Our approach considers a deployment of Cfengine agents across the network, where each agent is in charge of controlling one network device. In order to evaluate the existence of a distributed vulnerability, a spanning tree is built on top of the target network in order to minimize paths and avoid loops. The DOVAL specification is then transmitted across the tree and the required information is gathered by performing an aggregation algorithm over the nodes. Each Cfengine agent assesses the device it controls in order to discover which roles such device can play within the distributed vulnerability specification. This information is returned back until all the information is stored at the root node of the spanning tree. Finally, the specification of the distributed vulnerability is projected over the information gathered from the network, and a DOVAL report is generated informing about distributed vulnerable states across the network.
B. Assessment strategies
Several strategies for assessing the required properties on each network device can be used. Considering the number of potential combinations, an optimized algorithm for evaluating the network is required. Within our approach, we consider the aggregation algorithm proposed in [14] for building a treebased overlay network with the information of each device in the network under analysis. We now proceed to explain our strategy in a constructive manner considering two situations. The first situation presents a simplified scenario where exists full connectivity between each pair of nodes in the network and no further relationships between nodes are required. The second situation puts forward a more realistic scenario that extends the first one by considering network constraints such as reachability restrictions or service provisioning requirements.
When starting a DOVAL definition assessment, the set of required devices for the distributed vulnerability to be present can be seen as an empty tuple t = ( 1 , 2 , ..., k ). Each blank field represents the placeholder for a required role characterized by P H = {s 1 , ..., s k } according to the definitions given in Section III-A. During the assessment across the spanning tree, t will be collaboratively fulfilled as each Cfengine agent will indicate which of these fields the device it controls can play. At the end, several combinations can occur thus the final computation will be performed over a set T = {t 1 , ..., t w }. Let DV be a distributed vulnerability where t = { s1 , s2 , s3 } specifies the set of roles required to be observed in the network. Figure 5 depicts the steps taken during the algorithm execution for discovering the roles each network device is able to play. At the initial step, a spanning tree covering every node in the network is considered. The tree is explored using a post-order traversal. At Step 1, the node h4 is assessed reporting that it matches roles s1 and s3. Then, the node h2 fulfills its temporal role list and continues with the node h5 as shown in Step 2. At Step 3, h2 is assessed in order to detect which roles it can play and the role list for the sub-tree with root h2 is returned to the caller h1. The node h3 is assessed at Step 4 identifying its ability to perform the role s2. At Step 5, the temporal role list describes the roles that the nodes h2, h3, h4 and h5 are able to play. The assessment of the node h1 will complete the role list indicating that role s1 can be performed by the nodes h4 and h5, whereas the role s2 can be performed by h1, h3 and h5, and s3 by h1 and h4.
Fig. 5: Aggregation algorithm execution for role discovery
Usually, networks present complex topologies imposing reachability restrictions. We consider such constraints in the second situation, where distributed vulnerabilities require the existence of relationships among the involved network devices such as reachability or service provisioning. Under a logical perspective, a distributed vulnerability involving n roles may require at most the evaluation of n-ary predicates r i (h 1 , ..., h n ) where each device h i covers one specific role though it could cover more than one at the same time. Such scenarios require not only to discover the roles that each network device is able to play but also to assess the relationships between them. In order to deal with these more realistic situations, we extend the previous algorithm by performing a neighborhood discovery at each node and assessing the relationships each node supports with its neighbors. The idea behind this approach is to reduce the participation of nodes that can endorse an expected role but they do not satisfy the required relationships with other nodes. Considering the example given in Section III-B, the fact of finding a SIP server h 1 and a DNS server h 2 under the required conditions does not mean that the distributed vulnerability is necessarily present. For instance, if DNS traffic is not allowed between them, the predicate r 1 (h 1 , h 2 ) does not hold; then such pair of network devices does not constitute a candidate combination for the distributed vulnerability. In order to analyze the surrounding environment at each node, we take advantage of Cfengine's functionalities for performing a neighborhood discovery [14] . The process described by Algorithm 1 depicts the steps performed by each Cfengine agent while assessing the roles the device can play as well as the required relationships it supports with its neighbors. Within our approach, a DOVAL object describes the required properties (s) that must be observed over a network device (h) that is part of a distributed vulnerability. Each device compliant with such description is able to perform the object's intended role. The proposed algorithm is executed on each agent and analyzes every role (line 1) the device it controls can perform. For each supported role (line 2), its neighbors are stored in the set N (line 3) and the required relationships are assessed against them (line 4). Such relationships are described by means of DOVAL states and they can be seen as predicates involving w network devices. Only those relationships involving the current role s are assessed (line 5). Depending on the arity of the predicate (line 6), subsets of w − 1 network devices are built (line 7) and the relationship among them is assessed (line 8). If such relationship holds, a tuple is added in the output list (line 10) indicating that the node n is able to perform the role s, and that under that role, the relationship r (described by a DOVAL state) holds when considering devices (h 2 , ..., h w ) performing potential roles (s 2 , ..., s w ) respectively. The actual verification of devices (h 2 , ..., h w ) performing roles (s 2 , ..., s w ) is done at the end, when each node in the spanning tree has been evaluated and the root node has all the required information for the assessment of the distributed vulnerability in the network.
Input: DOVAL document
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section we present an analytical evaluation and a technical discussion of the proposed approach. We put forward the specification of two metrics in order to analyze the performance during the evaluation of a generic distributed vulnerability, namely, (1) the number of messages sent across the network, and (2) the total time required for the assessment. We also show the scalability of the proposed approach by modeling different scenarios based on the instantiation of various parameters within the specified metrics.
Let N be the network under analysis with a set of devices H = {h 1 , ..., h n } and relationships R = {(h i , ..., h j ) * }. Let DV be a distributed vulnerability that requires a set of k roles defined by P H = {s 1 , ..., s k } and v relationships defined by the set P R = {r 1 , ..., r v }. We consider the following assumptions during the assessment of DV over N :
• a binary spanning tree is built on top of N , • each device h has in average q neighbors, • each predicate r i has in average arity b (we define the variable a = b − 1 in order to simplify the equations), • the probability for a device to play a role s j (event A) is given by P (A) = α, • the probability for a role s j to occur on a predicate r i (event B) is given by P (B) = β, • the evaluation of any role s j over any device h takes in average γ units of time, • the evaluation of any predicate r i takes in average δ units of time.
Number of messages.
In order to analyze the traffic generated across the network, we consider the number of messages sent during the evaluation of a generic distributed vulnerability DV . We define the metric M that estimates the amount of messages transmitted as follows:
When traversing the spanning tree (n nodes), each node receives one message in order to start its own evaluation. At each node, k roles must be evaluated. Because not every device will play every role, we model this uncertainty as an event A that occur with probability 6 P (A) = α. Given the event A for a role s j , we model the probability of such role to be involved on each predicate r i by considering the conditional probability P (B|A) = β and the multiplier v. The final factor M pred represents an upper bound of the number of messages sent when evaluating one single predicate among the node under analysis and its neighbors. P R (q + 1, a) denotes the number of a-permutations with repetition of a set of q neighbors plus the node itself. For each possible permutation that may fulfill the arguments (roles) required by the predicate under analysis, a messages must be sent. M pred represents an upper bound because we consider that multiple roles can be covered by one single device, which means that for those combinations assigning for instance the same device to each role, only one instead of a messages will be sent.
Assessment time.
We analyze here two distributed approaches that have a direct impact on the total assessment time for a distributed vulnerability DV . The first one consists on sequentially assessing the network, analyzing one node at a time. In this case, we define the total assessment time as:
where T pred = δ * P R (q + 1, a) = δ * (q + 1) a For each node in the network, k roles are evaluated where each one takes γ units of time. The probability for the node to perform a role is given by P (A) whereas P (B|A) defines the probability for that role to be involved on each one of the v predicates. T pred involves the same permutations among neighbors as M pred does, but for each possible sequence T pred considers the parameter δ that models the average time for evaluating a predicate r i .
An alternative to the sequential modality consists on using a parallel computing approach. Such approach enables the evaluation of every node simultaneously thus reducing the sequential assessment time. Under this perspective, the total assessment time becomes:
and the worst case is:
T P w describes the extreme case where a node is able to perform every required role that in turn is involved in each predicate. Such case maximizes the amount of time among the times required by the nodes in the spanning tree. The proposed metrics have several parameters that affect the final result such as the number of nodes (n) or the probability for an arbitrary node to play a given role (P (A)). Typical scenarios usually involve predicates conceived as peer to peer properties (binary predicates, a = 1) as well as a restricted number of roles (small k). Each required predicate in turn usually involves all roles, thus simplifying conditional probabilities (P (B|A) = 1). Under this perspective, we have performed several experiments using the example illustrated at Section III-B as a case study in order to analyze the behavior of our approach. In this scenario we have k = 2, v = 2, a = 1 and q = n − 1 depicting a full mesh network. We have also simplified the units of time considering γ = δ = 1. Networks nature can vary depending on the context and the purpose they have been built for. Therefore, we use the parameters n and P (A) for analyzing such situations. The experiment depicted in Figure 6 considers a uniform distribution for role assignment (P (A) = 1 n ), meaning that only one of n nodes may play a given role s j . These curves depict how much grows the number of messages (solid line) as well as the assessment time under a sequential computing approach (dotted line) and a parallel computing approach (dashed line) when the number of nodes in the network becomes bigger. We can observe a proportional growth on every metric (M , T S , T P w ) under a constant rate. This is easily verifiable by looking at the inner graph of Figure 6 that shows the first derivatives of each curve.
Considering that only one device can perform a required role may apply just on special cases so we have analyzed the behavior of our approach when increasing the number of potential devices able to perform the required roles. This is achieved by modifying the probability for a device to play a role (P (A)) as shown in Figure 7 . We observe that even though the assessment time using a sequential approach is not linear, its growth rate illustrated in the inner graph of Figure  7 remains linear. We get a maximum assessment time when P (A) = 1 (dotted line) because every node is able to play every role. When P (A) = 1 2 (solid line), a half of the network can perform each role and the assessment time is lower though the curve demonstrates similar behavior as with P (A) = 1. When a parallel approach is used (dashed line), a constant behavior is observed in the worst case (P (A) = 1) making it clear that such approach is better than the sequential one. 
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From a more technical point of view, the proposed approach requires mechanisms for interpreting and assessing descriptions of distributed vulnerabilities. We have developed Ovalyzer [12] , a tool capable of translating OVAL advisories to Cfengine policy rules. Within our approach, the Cfengine system is the component to be embedded within target autonomic networks and systems. It is in charge of enforcing security policies including the assessment of distributed vulnerabilities. To achieve this, policy rules directly interpretable by Cfengine are needed. We are currently developing a tool called Dovalyzer capable of translating DOVAL specifications into Cfengine policy rules that represent them. Dovalyzer uses the functionalities provided by Ovalyzer for translating OVAL definitions and complements the generated code in order to cover distributed assessment tasks specified by DOVAL definitions. The translator takes as input the content of DOVAL documents and produces Cfengine code that is structured as Cfengine policy files that can be later consumed by a Cfengine running instance. The Cfengine rules currently generated are compliant with Cfengine 2.2.10 [1] . Dovalyzer is a Java-based application built on top of the Spring framework 3.0. It uses JAXB [3] for managing XML related issues and provides a plugin-based architecture enabling seamless functional extensions.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our work addresses the integration of distributed vulnerability descriptions into the management plane of autonomic networks and systems as well as mechanisms for assessing such security advisories. We have mathematically defined the concept of a distributed vulnerability and we have developed DOVAL, an OVAL-based language capable of expressing these formal constructions. A case study has been presented showing DOVAL's main constructs. As in OVAL, DOVAL descriptions can constitute useful security repositories that in turn can be exploited by self-managed environments in order to ensure safe configurations. We have proposed a framework based on the Cfengine system for assessing distributed vulnerabilities in autonomic networks as well as optimized algorithms and collaborative strategies for performing such evaluations. We have analyzed the proposed algorithms by mathematically defining computation costs that show the feasibility of the model through a comprehensive set of experiments. We also have presented a technical discussion about the proposed framework implementation where Cfengine policies are fed by Dovalyzer, a DOVAL to Cfengine translator prototype capable of producing Cfengine policy rules that represent DOVAL security advisories. For future work we plan to investigate further the actual impact of our solution on the normal management operations performed by autonomic networks and systems. Optimized algorithms and strategies are essential due to network dynamics thus we aim at analyzing other techniques in order to tackle these problems and take advantage of previous experience for reducing computation costs. We also plan to extend the proposed approach to the execution of remediation actions. XCCDF's philosophy can be exploited over distributed scenarios in order to correct distributed vulnerable states too.
